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Abstract

We sample the local minima of a fivefold quasiperiodic potential in

two dimensions, which is relevant for experiments carried out with colloids

interacting with a light-interference pattern. We study the statistical prop-

erties of such minima by means of the standard pair correlation functions

g(r) and g(x, y). This way we obtain the characteristic length and den-

sity of these minima, useful for subsequent simulations and experiments

where one wants to control the matching or mismatching of such length

scales with those of a layer of mutually repulsive colloids, which, for a given

density would tend to arrange themselves as an hexagonal lattice.
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1 Introduction

While the macroscopic features of friction are well understood, still there is much

we cannot tell about its microscopical nature, even in the simple condition when

two atomically flat layers of particles slide against each other. One of the sim-

plest – and yet most effective – models to describe atomic-scale friction is the

Frenkel-Kontorova model[1], which depicts the motion of a chain of interacting

particles sliding on a periodic potential under a driving external force, through

the formation of topological solitons, the so-called kinks and antikinks.

Recent experiments by Bohlein et al. [2, 3], where charged interacting col-

loids slide over a substrate light-interference corrugation potential, have been

capable to show the formation of these kinks, while also finding a different sliding

behavior as the matching between potential and average colloid-repulsion lengths

were varied. Subsequent simulations carried out by Mandelli et al. [4, 5, 6, 7],

have shown how the misalignment between such lengths plays a key role in de-

termining the frictional response. Going from commensurate to incommensurate

– i.e.from rational to irrational – an Aubry-type transition [8, 9] between pinned

and unpinned states is observed.

Since the formation of kinks has been observed also in quasicrystal surfaces,

it is interesting to look out for similar behaviors as the corrugation potential-

colloid repulsion ratio changes. However it is far from clear what precisely is

the characteristic length of a quasiperiodic potential. The purpose of this work

is to study the occupation of the local minima of a quasiperiodic potential as a

function of the initial lattice spacing of the colloidal particles, in order to better

understand whether a given configuration is to be considered commensurate or

not.

2 The model

In our simulation we see colloids as point-like particles immersed in a liquid which

is treated using the Langevin approach. Since everything is described from an

exclusively classical point of view the equation of motion of each particle is:

mr̈j = −mηṙj + Fext +∇rj(Upp + Ucorr) + ξT (1)

where mηṙj represent the viscous term due to the liquid and Fext is the driving

force, equal to ηvd according to Stokes’ law. η represents the viscous function

coefficient and vd the flow velocity. The system is highly over damped (η ≈ 28

), this causes the particles, once they start moving, to reach the drift velocity vd
very fast with respect to our average simulation timescales. ξT is a zero average
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Figure 1: Plot of a portion of the fivefold quasiperiodic potential

W5(x, y). Here we have set apot = 6 µm. By changing apot we stretch or

compress the potential along x and y equally.

Gaussian distributed stochastic variable accounting for possible thermal effects

caused by random scattering between colloids and the particles of the fluid.

Upp is the particle-particle repulsion term, a screened Coulomb interaction

described by the Yukawa potential:

V (r) =
Q

r
e−r/λ. (2)

Ucorr represents the external corrugation potential whose value is:

Ucorr = U0

N
∑

k

Wn(rk) (3)

with

Wn(r) =
1

n2
|
n−1
∑

l=0

eikl·rkl·rkl·r |2 (4)
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Figure 2: Plot of a portion of the fivefold quasiperiodic potentialW5(x, y)

with apot = 4 µm. The points represents the colloidal particles which are

initially disposed in hexagonal pattern.

where n is the number of laser beams producing the interference pattern. By

changing this number one can set the symmetry of the substrate potential -

periodic (n = 2, 3, 4, 6) or, as it is in our case, quasi periodic (n = 5, 7), Fig. 1

reports W5(x, y). The wave vectors are

kl =
cnπ

apot







cos(
2πl

n
+ αn)

sin(
2πl

n
+ αn)






. (5)

The numerical constants cn are chosen in order to match the potential lattice

spacing to the laser interference periodicity apot, and αn are chosen so that one

of the primitive vectors of the periodic potential is directed along the x axis. For

n = 5, cn = 2 and αn = 0. The potential length apot plays a key role in our model:

of course, if the potential is periodic, apot is the lattice spacing of the potential,

which repeats itself identically. In the quasiperiodic case it is far less trivial

to understand what apot actually represents: the main feature of quasiperiodic
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Physical quantity Symbol Value

Potential depth U0 5.0 · 10−20 J

Colloid initial distance acoll 7.0 µm

Damping rate η 3.425150 ms−1

Mass m 31.0593557697 fkg

Potential characteristic length apot 2 : 15 µm

Time t 10 s

Table 1: Natural units expression of physical quantities involved.

structures is that we can find locally ordered pattern, such as the decagonal and

pentagonal ones observed in Fig. 1, but these patterns are not identically repeated

everywhere. apot therefore can be seen as an arbitrary length that characterize

the potential profile: by changing it one is able to stretch it along the plane. It is

clear now why it is no easy task to understand what we consider a matched state

between the corrugation potential and the colloidal lattice. Quasiperiodic struc-

tures are not only mathematically constructed: many quasicrystals have been

observed in nature and present several crystal-like features, such as diffraction

pattern, indicative of long range order[10].

Since our goal is to characterize these minima of W5(x, y) we set the Yukawa

repulsion Q and the driving force Fext to zero. As a result the starting position of

colloidal particles is an hexagonal pattern with lattice spacing acoll. The position

of the colloids at the end of the simulation depends then only by the potential

profile – and crucially its apot.

The colloid are simulated in a periodic supercell which allows us to control

the total particle number: to do so the length of the cell side is taken as an integer

multiple L of the lattice spacing acoll:

C1 = Lacoll

[

1

0

]

(6)

C2 = Lacoll

[

1/2√
3/2

]

(7)

Since the supercell usually used in the experimental set is rectangular, we

decide to adopt this symmetry. The simplest way to do so is, as can be seen in

Fig. 3, to take

C1 = Lxacoll

[

1

0

]

(8)
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Figure 3: Points separated by
√
3/2 on the y axis are not geometrically

equivalent. To find two equivalent points, the least distance one can take

is 2 times this length, like in the two green points in the figure[11].

C2 = Lyacoll

[

0√
3

]

(9)

with Lx, Ly suitable integers [11]. Those choices fullfill periodic boundary con-

ditions (PBC). It is important to remember that, for the quasiperidoc substrate

potential W5, PBC are not respected anyway regardless of apot.

2.1 Implementation

We choose two different supercells containing respectively 1840 and 7360 colloids

each, with primitive vectors indicated in Table 2. Subsequently we slowly increase

the corrugation potential from U0 = 0 zJ to U0 = 50 zJ with step of 2 zJ. After

each step we let the system cool down and reach a stable configuration: the sub-

sequent step starts from the final configuration of the previous one. We choose

intentionally long simulation timescales to make sure the system completely re-
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a1x a1y a2x a2y
280 0 0 278.8601800185892

560 0 0 557.7203600371784

Table 2: Primitive vectors for the constructed supercells, containing re-

spectively 1840 and 7360 colloids: in order to have a fixed colloid number

we need to have proportionality between acoll and a1x: being the initial

pattern hexagonal the y axis condition is a2y ∝
√
3acoll. The two vectors

are intentionally chosen to build a nearly square supercell.

laxes: each calculation is stopped once the kinetic energy Ekin < 1 · 10−7 zJ is

reached.

We then extract the pair correlation functions g(r) and g(x, y) from the final

configuration – i.e. the final positions of the particles in the cell. g(r) is the radial

distribution function, which describes the way density changes as a function of

distance from a given particle by giving the probability to find a colloid at distance

r. It is defined starting from the g(rrr1, rrr2) of a N particle system of area A as

follows:

g(rrr1, rrr2) =
p(rrr1, rrr2)

p(rrr1) · p(rrr2)
(10)

i.e. the joint probability of finding both a particle at position rrr1 and one at

position rrr2, divided by the single particle’s probability at the same positions. For

rotationally and translationally invariant systems

g(rrr1, rrr2) = g(rrr1 − rrr2) = g(x, y) (11)

Unlike quasicrystals, g(r) for a perfect crystal at T = 0 is trivial, because par-

ticles are stuck at the lattice points: we have then sharp peaks there – ide-

ally Dirac’s deltas – while g(r) vanishes elsewhere. Also for ideal gasses g(r)

is easy to compute: particles are placed at random and do not interact, there-

fore p(rrr1, rrr2) = p(rrr1)p(rrr2), so that g(r) = 1 everywhere. A liquid’s g(r) is more

complex, having broad peaks close to 0 which transform into oscillations for in-

creasing r, and progressively approaching 1 for very large r. We expect g(r) for

quasicrystal to have allegedly a crystal-like behavior.

In our simulation protocol close-to-boundary particles may move out of cell

boundaries, if that happens they are – according to PBC – replaced by another

entering from the opposite side. We decide, since these conditions are not re-

spected by the quasicrystalline potential, to compute the g(r) without taking the

PBC into account and considering for the rrr1 positions only the colloids inside an
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Figure 4: Comparison between g(r) calculated for apot = 7 µm computed

considering Open Boundary Conditions (solid) and PBC (dashed). Ar-

rows identify the four peaks whose intensity is monitored in the following.

internal parallelepiped of half the cell size: this way we make sure that colloids

close to the boundaries are not taken into account. As shown in Fig. 4 removing

these external particles causes some small peaks – not corresponding to any real

relation between potential wells – to disappear. In our protocol g(r) is computed

as an histogram at discrete steps of r = 0.10 µm.

The g(x, y) is the same quantity as the g(r), but instead of considering the

mere radial distance, evaluates the density correlation as a function of the (x, y)

vector joining the particles in the plane, thus providing an angle-related picture

of the configuration of the minima.

We repeat the simulations changing the potential length apot and analyze

how peaks in g(r) and g(x, y) vary: we extract, using trapezoid method, the

integral of certain significative peaks – identified by arrows in Fig. 4 – and compare

them.

In these simulations particle-particle interaction is zero, therefore colloids
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Figure 5: An overall view of g(r) for apot = 5 µm evaluated in the 7360

colloid cell.

can slide over each other and pile up in the same minimum, especially as the

potential natural length increases. To avoid this we decide to remove particles

closer than the threshold value d = 0.01 µm. We underline that, having d ≪ apot,

there is no risk of removing particles in nearby different minima.

3 Analysis

We proceed to the data analysis for the two supercells: the choice of repeating

simulations for two different cases will allow us to verify if we sampled a large

enough portion of the quasiperiodic potential, thus describing its general features

and not only a local behavior. In order to compare peaks of g(r) obtained with

different apot we scale the x axis according to it: it is important to remember

that changing apot does not change the overall shape of the potential but only

stretches its length. Therefore this normalization reports the peaks at comparable

positions, showing how the occupation of minima changes with the colloid initial
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density.

Starting with a regular array of colloid spaced acoll = 7 µm, we first illustrate

the behavior of g(r) for long r: as we show in Fig. 5, peaks, although becoming

less sharp, are present even for long distance r: this confirms the feature of the

quasiperiodic potential, that it maintains an ordered structure – and therefore

recognizable peaks – even at long range. At close range, the profile is even more

similar to a crystal-type, with high peaks and zero in between.

We analyze also the respective position of the minima using a Voronoi di-

agram: in such diagram usually a partitioning of the plane is made based on

distance to points. In Fig. 6, we colour the particles based on the numbers of

close neighbors. The threshold distance to consider a given particle a close neigh-

bor is calculated by extracting the closest of all particles and then taking into

account all particles that are closer to the first neighbor less than ∼ 35% of this

distance. We find that particles having 10 close neighbors (in violet) – i.e. mainly

those in the decagonal potential wells – are roughly ∼ 1.2% of the total. Particles

with 4 close neighbors (orange), which account mostly for the small pentagonal

structures inside the bigger ones, are ∼ 35%. Also the turchese particles – which

have 2 close neighbors – are involved mainly in pentagonal structures, and are

∼ 22% of the total. Red particles – having 3 close neighbors – account mainly for

the decagonal flowers, and are roughly ∼ 19%. Finally we have 1 close neighbors

particles (in blue), ∼ 20% of the total. The remaining ∼ 5% of the particles has

a not identifiable pattern and it is thus to attribute to local irregularities. The

fact that such a high percentage of the particles are involved in pentagonal struc-

tures should not be surprising, given the original intended potential symmetry.

What is curious to observe though is that decagonal structures, which at a first

look appear predominant, account only for ∼ 1% of the minima: This is due to

decagonal minima being only those at the center of 10-fold ”flowers”, while the

minima at the periphery of such ”flowers” have all different local symmetries.

3.1 The 1840 colloid cell

We start comparing g(r) at different apot: the first thing we notice is a massive

occupation of the r = 0 peak for every apot > acoll = 7 µm: this suggests that,

as this mark value is passed, more and more initially close neighbors tend to

remain trapped in the same potential well. The process of eliminating close

colloids described in the previous section eliminates all duplicates. On the other

side if apot < acoll the same-well occupation vanishes. This means that even

close-neighbor particles end up in different minima of the potential.

In Fig. 7 we compare the g(r) for a few selected apot. Note that for smaller
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apot, the first peaks of g(r) tend to decrease in strength. This can be explained

analogously to the the case of the peak in r = 0: by shortening the potential,

particles – which are at distance apot at the beginning – have less chances to

fall down in nearby minima, thus occupying potential wells further away. For

increasing apot we have different minima occupation: no more new peaks arise

closer than those at r ≈ 0.4apot, which can thus be considered the closest possible

neighbors in this potential landscape.

We want to compare then those peaks in g(r) with the g(x, y) shown in Fig. 8

for the same apot value. Note that peaks in g(x, y) are consistently organised as

rings of ten peaks spaced by 36 degrees. For most rings one peak sits on the

x axis, but for a few of them a peak sits on the y axis. For example the first-

neighbor wells corresponding to peaks in r ≈ 0.4apot form a decagonal crown

of peaks disposed around the central one. The following main circles of peaks

are in r ≈ 0.6apot and r ≈ apot. We can identify the subsequent peaks with

the corresponding wells analogously. We can observe, as expected, pentagonal

quasiperiodic behaviour.

We decide then to analyze on the intensity of the first four main peaks dis-

covered above: to do that we study their integral, computed as explained above,

as apot changes. Results are shown in Fig. 9. We observe that the peak intensity

tends to stabilize to constant values as apot increases: eventually particles find

themselves in an overdense situation – i.e. there are more particles than wells:

every well therefore tends to be occupied and the matching ones are only in slight

evidence. Vice versa as apot decreases the peak intensity tends to drop to 0: we

note also that the slope becomes steeper for peaks nearer to 0. This is due moving

toward an underdense configuration: more wells tend to remain empty, and only

few of them are occupied. Every integral value peaks at a certain value apot: for

r ≈ 0.6apot at apot ≈ 12.5 µm, r ≈ apot at apot ≈ 6.5 µm and r ≈ 1.7apot at

apot ≈ 4 µm, the reason being that for those value we have a match between the

potential well and acoll – i.e. the subsequent condition is satisfied:

acoll = apotxpeak (12)

being xpeak the dimensionless scaled position of the peak. We do not reach far

enough with apot to see an eventual r ≈ 0.4apot peak.

This observation gives us an important clue: the wells occupation is influ-

enced by their position related to acoll. If we increase apot above acoll we create

an overdense situation where all the wells are occupied by at least one particle;

as a result the peak intensities flatten out. On the other side if we explore the

underdense situation – e.g. apot ≈ 4 µm – we face big spikes for the matching

peaks, meaning that we can find most of the particles in wells at that matching
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distance.

3.2 The 7360 colloid cell

We repeat the analysis for the four times bigger supercell: a quite similar g(r)

behavior is observed, as reported in Fig. 10.

We notice, in Fig. 11, a smoother representation almost everywhere due

to the lattice particles number and better statistics: an increased slope of the

r ≈ 1.7apot peak is observed.

4 Discussion and Conclusion

The observation of an analogous behavior for the two considered supercells con-

firms that there are two main different behaviors: An overdense configuration, for

apot > acoll where we have more colloids than wells: in this scenario all wells are

occupied and just a slight preference is evidenced for better matching distance

wells. An underdense configuration, for apot < acoll. This configuration is char-

acterized by fewer occupied wells with better occupation of matching distance

ones.

Friction simulations carried out in a dense and overdense – i.e. apot = acoll
and apot = 2acoll configuration [12] have found that in this case the depinning

transition is far broader and less sharply defined for the quasiperiodic than for

the periodic potential: some particles immediately start to slide while the ones

stucked in pentagonal shaped wells remain pinned. We want to compare the

result of this study with our results. We expect in fact to observe a more pinned

state in presence of better apot-apot match – i.e. when enhanced peaks appear.

Since we can observe a slight enhancement of the r/apot ≈ 1 peak for apot = acoll,

with respect to the apot = 2acoll configuration, we can expect this set to be more

pinned.

This behavior has been actually observed. Supporting this hypothesis is the

fact that pentagonal structures have been found to be the centers of pinning, being

those, as we can see from the g(x, y), the ones responsible for the formation of the

r/apot ≈ 1 and r/apot ≈ 1.7 peaks. Nevertheless this knowledge is still insufficient

to draw a conclusion: a key test would be made by exploring in detail more

configurations, especially the yet untested underdense one, and than eventually

to turn the interparticle interaction on, and study the frictional properties in

detail.
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Figure 6: A portion of a 29440 colloids supercell, with the colloids

located at the potential minima. After the elimination of close atoms

7467 particles remain. The colloids are colored differently based on the

number of nearest neighbors, as described in the text. A central portion

of the supercell is intentionally chosen to avoid near-boundaries issues.
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Figure 7: (a): g(r) comparison for apot = 8 µm (dashed) and apot = 4

µm (solid). g(r) is properly scaled with apot. We notice in particular that

peaks for r ≈ 0.6apot and the three peaks after r ≈ apot are significantly

weaker for apot = 4 µm than for apot = 8 µm. (b): g(r) comparison for

apot = 10 µm (dashed) and apot = 14 µm (solid). Unlike (a) we have no

peak disappearance, just a slightly different strengths.
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Figure 8: g(x, y) for apot = 10 µm. We can see a decagon of weak wells

around the central one. External crowns of wells represent subsequent

peaks in g(r).
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Figure 9: The integrated intensities of the four peaks labeled by arrows

in Fig. 4, namely r/apot ≈ 0.4 (dashed), r/apot ≈ 0.6 (solid), r/apot ≈ 1

(dot-dashed) and r/apot ≈ 1.7 (dotted).
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Figure 10: Comparison between g(r) for apot = 7 µm for 7360 and 1840

colloid supercells.
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Figure 11: The integrated intensities of the four peaks labeled by arrows

in Fig. 4, namely r/apot ≈ 0.4 (dashed), r/apot ≈ 0.6 (solid), r/apot ≈ 1

(dot-dashed) and r/apot ≈ 1.7 (dotted) for the 7360 colloid cell.
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